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Style Without Guilt is a look-book based
on sustainable fashion and styling with
four different themes. Each theme
includes an item bought from either a
sustainable fashion brand or a second
hand/ vintage seller on the platform
Depop. No new items have been
bought from fast fashion brands
to make up the themes and I have
therefore used items already a part of
my wardrobe to style my looks.
Each theme has been inspired by a
trend
and
utilizes
sustainable
methods ranging from consumer
habits, manufacturing and recycling.
Style Without Guilt aims to promote a
more sustainableapproach to fashion
by showcasing great sources to buy on
trend garments from. Furthermore, the
look-book gives styling ideas to make
outfits more versatile to stop the idea of
a throwaway culture and to reuse what is
already in our wardrobes.
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This look-book has been created for
my final major project for my university
course, Fashion, Media and Marketing.
Style Without Guilt showcases not only
my creative skills but my knowledge
and research on fast fashion and
sustainability
within
the
fashion
industry. As an individual I am very
passionate about the environment and
after doing my research I have found out
many horrifying facts about the fashion
industry and its environmental impacts.
In regards to this, I have changed my
ways and began my journey towards
having a more ethical wardrobe and
looked at ways I can do this, whilst still
dressing stylishly and creatively. I have
created Style Without Guilt to help
show others that are also wanting to
change their wardrobes, to become
more ethical, and how and where they
can shop to do so.
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“a minimal approach to
fashion and consumerism”
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White Aesthetic

Make-up - Natural with a hint of blue eyeshadow on the inner corners of the eye
and a bronze glow to contrast against the white colour palette.
Hair - Soft waves to indicate a more classy but relaxed look.
Jewellery - Gold and silver mixed rings with a hint of blue and gold/
silver small hoop earrings to match the silver chain on the bag.
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Outfit One...
Top - Nasty Girl (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bottoms - Adidas (bought from the sustainable sector and are made from
recycled polyester)
Bag - Karen Millen (already a part of my wardrobe)
Heels - Asos (already a part of my wardrobe

9

What is
White
Aesthetic?
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White Aesthetic is a look based
on minimal consumerism, shown
through the tone of white and
minimal
styling.
To
be
a
minimal consumer means only
purchasing items when actually
needed, rather than for the
“newness” of something. The concept
of the looks behind White Aesthetic
is to show how you can make
something you already own more
versatile and wearable, to stop the
idea of buying something new for
every occasion. This first look for
White Aesthetic includes a more
dressy look but styled with a
stereotypical casual item, which is
the Adidas trousers. This indicates a
more versatile approach to joggers
and shows how they can be worn
for an occasion, as well as relaxing
around the house.

Adidas sustainable sector...
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What is a minimal consumer and
how is it relevent within fashion?
Consumers
can
reduce
their
consumption by altering to a minimal
shopping habit. Minimal shopping can
be considered as a form of lifestyle, as
it’s a way of consuming as little as
possible everyday. Within the fashion
industry, being a minimal consumer would
constitute only purchasing a garment
when the previous one is completely used
up, and not buying items for the sake of
newness. In regards to the Anthropocene
term, being a minimal consumer would
benefit the planet with less consumption,
however it would take a great proportion
of Western society to adopt this
philosophy to bring about any form of
change. In support of this, according
to Forbes, garment consumerism has
increased by 400% since 1999 (Georg Kell,
2017). With this in mind, consumerism
is only increasing, therefore the fashion
industry is using ecomodernism to find
materials that will reduce ocean and
atmospheric pollution.

Minimal...
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Quote taken from Faye Hickman BAFM304
2020 Dissertation In regards to new sustainable technologies
for clothing manufacturing, what’s more
important to fashion brands, saving theplanet or, making a profit?
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Dress - Oh Polly (already a part of my wardrobe)
Trainers and socks - Nike (already a part of my wardrobe)
Shirt - French Connection (already a part of my wardrobe)
Necklace - Vivienne Westwood (bought from a vintage Depop seller)
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Outfit Two...

Minimalism

Make-up - The make-up look for this outfit is very natural with lots of browns
and golds to give a warm tone.
Hair- The style I went for in regards to hair is soft waves, this gives a natural
but slightly glamorous feel.
Jewellery - The Vivienne Westwood necklace is the focal point to the look,
so matched gold rings and small gold hoop earrings to keep it minimal.
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White
Aesthetic
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Vintage Vivienn Westwood....

My second White Aesthetic look is a
garment (Oh Polly dress), that would
normally be a dressy garment, styled to
look more casual and more wearable for
other occasions. Furthermore, I wanted
to showcase a look thats been styled to
become more versatile to support the
concept of a minimal consumer,
within fashion. The all white colour
scheme is to show minimalism though
a visual interpretation and give an
“innocent” feel to the look. The idea
behind this White Aesthetic theme, is
to explore more styling techniques, by
making what would be bought for
something more dressy, wearable to
something more casual as well.
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Do you really need that new dress
or can you re-wear that one already
in your wardrobe?

The concept of becoming a minimal
shopper, is to stray away from
the throwaway culture western society
has created. Constant consumption means
a higher throwaway rate for textiles,
meaning a staggering build up of waste
on landfill, causing pollution, “10.46
million tonnes of textile waste were
sent to landfill per year” (Rick Leblanc,
2019). Fast fashion is usually sold at a
very cheap price point to encourage
higher consumption, however this means
consumers are also more inclined to
dispose of their items also at a high
rate. The idea of styling items already in
peoples
wardrobes
to
be
more
versatile, promotes the idea of reuse,
and not buying something new every time
someone has an event.
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“a feminine and ethical
approach to the
trend street style”
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9 0 ’s I n s p i r e d S t r e e t S t y l e

Jumper - Depop (hand tie dyed by a Depop seller)
Jeans - Urban Outfitters (already a part of my wardrobe)
Necklace - Vintage Louis Vuitton bag padlock, re worked into a
necklace (Depop)
Second necklace - H&M (already a part of my wardrobe)
Shoes - Asos (already a part of my wardrobe)
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Outfit One...
Make-up - The make-up look includes a smokey, lilac eyeshadow look, with a warm nude
tone to the lips and complexion.
Hair- The hair is dead straight to keep the look fairly simple.
Jewellery - As this look includes a lot of necklaces, I used some chunky but smalll, light,
gold hoops and chunky gold rings.
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What is
90’s Inspired
Street Style?
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90’s Inspired Street Style is a look
focused on the styling trend street style
but shown through the 90’s era with
inspiration from both chick flick culture
and hiphop culture. My first look for 90’s
Inspired Street Style is a lilac colour
theme as its still got that girly feel to
it and is a more on trend colour at the
moment. The main focus for this look
is the soft, tie dyed, lilac jumper, as
tie dye was a trend worn in the 90’s
era and I have styled it to look more
modern. Lots of brands have jumped
on the tie dye street style trend and I
wanted to show how it can be done
sustainably. The jumper is second
hand and tie dyed by a Depop seller
to make it more on trend and to avoid
throwing it away. I have then styled
it to look more dressy for a meal or
drinks to show it in a more versatile
way, rather than just for a casual look.

bored of that plain jumper? tie dye it
instead of throwing it...
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Street Style

Teach yourself how to
tiedye... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lnIbuIsZviQ

Recycling clothes can be made
creative, on trend and stylish
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Quote taken from Faye Hickman BAFM304
2020 Dissertation In regards to new sustainable technologies
for clothing manufacturing, what’s more
important to fashion brands, saving theplanet or, making a profit?

Finding innovative and on trend ways to
reuse clothing, such as tie dye, is so
important to help reduce waste, lower
consumption levels and to reduce the
pollution caused by textile distribution. The
distribution of the fashion industry, caused
by the high demand from consumers, has
massive impacts. A recent report from The
Ellen Macarthur Foundation found the
comparison of flying and clothing
distribution,
“global emissions
from
textile production are equivalent to 1.2
billion tonnes of CO2, a figure that
outweighs the carbon footprint of
international
flights
and
shipping
combined” (Jasmine Chinasamy/ 12.09.19).
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Top - Asos (already a part of my wardrobe)
Jeans - French Connection (already a part of my wardrobe)
Trainers - Nike (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bag - Vintage Louis Vuitton (passed down through family to me)
Necklace - Vintage Louis Vuitton bag padlock, re worked into a necklace (Depop)

Outfit Two...
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9 0 ’s I n s p i r e d S t r e e t S t y l e

Make-up - For this look I created a very natural cut crease with pink tones for the eyeshadow and
then used soft pink colours for my complexion.
Hair - In regards to the hair I kept it straight to give an almost Barbie feel to create a very
feminine look.
Jewellery - As the Louis Vuitton necklace is a very bold statement piece, I kept the jewellery very
minimal with small, rose gold hoops.
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90’s Inspired
Street Style
The second look has a more girly and
feminine style to it and I wanted to
really dive into the chick flick concept of the
theme, with the Louis Vuitton bag and soft
pink theme. The reference this look has in
regards to sustainability, is styling vintage
pieces to look more modern and wearable
in todays society. Vintage is a great way to
be a more sustainable shopper as the item
is already made and needing a new home
to be worn again and again. This is why
I think buying more expensive and high
quality garments is an investment and
more ethical as once you are done with
the item they are super easy to be sold on
or passed on down onto a family member,
rather than thrown away.
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Vintage
Louis Vuitton
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Be kind to the Earth and
buy more vintage...

Shopping Vintage is a great way to
recycle clothing, especially when its
branded or made with good quality
materials to ensure it lasts. According to
(Mark Liu, 02-09-19) in 2030, the fashion
industry is predicted to have taken two
planet Earth’s worth of resources to make
clothing. Additionally, the UN (United
Nations) has stated that “by 2050, the
equivalent of almost three planets
could be required to provide the natural
resources needed to sustain current
lifestyles” (by authority of the House of
Commons,19-02-19, page 14). In addition
to these scary facts, buying high quality
garments that will last, especially vintage
pieces that become a collective, is a great
way to shop more sustainably.
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“a sustainable approach
to retro fashion”
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Soft Retro

Culottes - House Of Sunny (bought second hand from Depop)
Trainers - Balenciaga (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bag - Topshop (already a part of my wardrobe)
Watch - Micheal Kors (already a part of my wardrobe)
Sunglasses - Asos (already a part of my wardrobe)

Outfit One...
Make-up - The make-up look took a big part in forming this look, with my eye make-up
being inspired by the 1960’s.
Hair - My hair has also been massively inspired by the 1960’s and 70’s with a Stevie
Nicks style.
Jewellery - Due to having a lot of accessories already I kept the jewellery very simple
and just used small gold hoops to match the bag and watch.
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What is
Soft Retro?
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Soft Retro is a look inspired by the
60’s and 70’s era, with a soft colour
palette and modern touch to it. I am a
big fan of the fashion from these eras
and have been massively inspired by
sustainable fashion brand House
Of Sunny for this look. I therefore
wanted to create a theme to
showcase this and use a mixture of
pastel colours to give it a “softer”
look. Pastel colours have been very on
trend lately, so I used them to make
this look more modern. For this first
look I used a pastel green top paired
with the very retro themed culottes
from House Of Sunny and then the
Balenciaga trainers to give it a more
modern feel. I have also styled my
own hair and make-up to look more
60’s and 70’s, to really bring this look
together.

House Of Sunny
vibess
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What is fashion brand House Of Sunny
doing to become more ethical?

Soft Retro
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Sustainable fashion brands carry out
numerous tactics in order to reduce
their impact on the planet. House Of
Sunny, the brand I have used for this
look, create only two seasons per year
in order to act against fast fashion and
produce less. Furthermore, the brand
also uses recycled materials for their
carrier bags and delivery garment bags,
which the brand states, “are 100%
biodegradable. These are plastic-free
and made from 100% compostable
bio-based films. That means it’ll
disintegrate completely, leaving no toxic
chemicals behind, just like organic waste”
-(House Of Sunny, sustainability sector).
In addition, the brand also uses recycled
polyester made from water bottles for
certain styles within their collections.
House Of Sunny also uses innovative
technologies to ensure they use less
water
for
manufacturing,
printing
techniques to help reuse materials
and use more sustainable distribution
companies as well as ethical suppliers.
In regards to all this, the brand states
how its a “slow fashion’ brand and “ an
e-commerce retailer and on average,
e-commerce uses about 30% less energy
than traditional retail spaces”, (House Of
Sunny, sustainability sector).
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Top - French Connection (already a part of my wardrobe)
Jumper - Great Plains (already a part of my wardrobe)
Joggers - French Connection (already a part of my wardrobe)
Shoes - Asos (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bag - House Of Sunny (bought from House Of Sunny official website)
Necklace - Vivienne Westwood (bought from a Depop seller)

Outfit Two...
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Soft Retro

Make-up - My make-up look, has again been inspired by the 1960’s and 70’s with a
hint of lilac for the eye look.
Hair - For my hair, I have taken inspiration from Bella Hadids high ponytail, which
she got from the 1990’s.
Jewellery - Due to having the Vivienne Westwood necklace as the focal jewellery
piece, I added small gold hoops to match the gold on the necklace.
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Soft
Retro

My second look for Soft Retro has a much
more “softer” colour theme with lilac
being the dominant tone throughout.
Lilac has been massively on trend,
especially coming into the summer
seasons. I really encouraged the retro
theme within this look, by styling my make
up in a very 60’s and 70’s way. Additionally,
this theme is inspired by House Of Sunny,
so therefore the bag is the focal point to
this look. I then used a lilac jumper to bring
in the pastel colours and charcoal joggers
to give it a more modern touch. I used the
joggers to show how they can be worn to
look more versatile and not just used for
casual wear.
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featuring House
Of Sunny
vegan faux
croc leather bag
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Quotes taken from Faye Hickman BAFM304
2020 Dissertation In regards to new sustainable technologies
for clothing manufacturing, what’s more
important to fashion brands, saving theplanet or, making a profit?

How are fashion brands
becoming more ethical?

Fashion brands have been exploring ethical
materials to manufacture their garments such
as organic cotton . This sustainable material
reduces the use of toxic pesticides, and
helps to reduce pollution of the natural
environment. It also uses less water
“organic cotton doesn’t damage the soil,
has less impact on the air, and uses 88%
less water and 62% less energy” (Cotton
Inc. and thinkstep, 2017). In addition to this,
recycled materials such as polyester being
made from used plastics, is another method
brands have been using. A few more brands
leading the sustainable fashion sector are
Levis and Stella McCartney. Levis have created
a registered technique known as ‘Water<Less’
which has recycled 129 million litres and saved
1.8 billion litres of water, thereby reducing 96%
of their usual water consumption in denim
garment production. Additionally, McCartney
uses numerous techniques within her brand to
reduce her impact on the planet and work
towards the circular economy, which is
promoted on her website...
(https://www.stellamccartney.com/experience/en/#cat-sustainability).
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“a futuristic approach to
re-worked sportswear”
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Te c h - T i l i t y

Top - Nike (re-worked from an old Nike t-shirt by Depop seller Milly Jane)
Bottoms - Nike (already a part of my wardrobe)
Socks - Nike (already a part of my wardrobe)
Trainers - Balenciaga (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bag - Gucci (Vintage Gucci bought from Depop seller Fenesse)
Jewellery - Asos (chain and earrings are already apart of my wardrobe)
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Outfit One...

Make-up - For the make-up, I created a very glam look with an eyeliner flick and
bright red lipstick to make the whole outfit look more wearable for an evening.
Hair - Again with my hair I created soft, big bouncy curls to carry out the glamorous
aesthetic.
Jewellery - Due to having the heavy gold jewellery to again make the look more
dressy, I added a few gold rings for a bit more detail.
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What is
Tech-tility?
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Tech-tility is a look inspired by an AW21
WGSN trend (trend forecasting platform)
and based on futurism and technology
within fashion. The visual representation
behind the trend is brighter colours with
a glamorous and alien aesthetic being
portrayed through hair, make up,
accessories, and how all these sectors are
styled. For my look-book I wanted to take
the aesthetic of the trend and portray it
through a sustainable practice. Therefore
the concept behind my Tech-tility themed
shoot is re-worked sportswear, as its a
innovative way of recycling clothing
and reducing landfill. Furthermore,
designers are taking old street/ sports
wear and turning it into more modern
garments to be re-worn. My first look
has a very glamorous feel to it in regards
to the hair, make up and accessories,
which are then styled with more casual
garments to show a more versatile
approach to the clothing. In regard
to the colours, I used gels against the
lighting to get the brightness of them
within the shoot, and then stuck to the
colour palettes from the WGSN trend to
support the theme.

Re-worked Nike..
Just Do It!
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Why its important to find innovative
ways to recycle our clothes?
Finding creative ways to reuse
clothing is a very positive step towards
the circular economy. With global
garment consumption rising rapidly
and predicted to reach from 62,000,000
tonnes from 2019 to 102,000,000 by
2030, “which is equivalent to more
than 500 billion additional T-shirts”
(Global Fashion Agenda, 2017), its vital
we find ways of using whats already been
created. Over Consumerism has
become a huge habit associated with
western society and it will take a long
time to change these ideologies. In
regards to this, finding ways of
consuming items that have been
re-worked into something else, is a
great way to let consumers purchase
new items, without buying into fast
fashion. Sports wear is very on trend,
especially with brands such as Nike and
Adidas, so taking old items and making
them into something more on trend is a
great approach to giving an item a new
life, rather than throwing it away.

Tech - tility

Quotes taken from Faye Hickman BAFM304
2020 Dissertation In regards to new sustainable technologies
for clothing manufacturing, what’s more
important to fashion brands, saving theplanet or, making a profit?
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Top - Nasty Gal (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bottoms - Adidas (already a part of my wardrobe)
Socks - Depop (hand tie-dyed by Depop seller Chloe Phoebe)
Shoes - Doc Martins (already a part of my wardrobe)
Bag - Pickle Me (re-worked and bought from Pickle Me Designs)

Outfit Two...
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Te c h - t i l i t y

Make-up - The colour theme for this look is blue and greens, so I created a soft baby
blue/ teal eyeshadow look and then a very natural complexion.
Hair - As this look is based on an glam/alien aesthetic I wanted a very bold hair style,
so used a hair waver to achieve this look.
Jewellery - Due to the hair and make-up being very bold, I wanted to keep the
jewellery very minimal, so I just paired some thin, larger hoop earrings with the look.
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Tech Tility
The second look for Tech-tility has
the same concept behind it, which is
re-worked
sports
wear,
and
is
concentrated on the brand Adidas. My
previous look was a based on the brand
Nike and focused on the re-worked crop
top. My second look is all about the
Adidas bag, made from an old Adidas
item and re-worked into a creative and
more on trend bag. The creative behind
the bag is an up and coming designer
that goes by the name Pickle Me, and she
custom made the bag in my shoot for me.
In addition, the sustainability movement
behind her brand is to reduce the idea
of throwaway culture, by recycling
clothing in an innovative way. In regards
to the colours, I used the gels against the
lights to get the bright blue/ green tones
in the images and stuck to the colour
palette from the WGSN trend that
this look is inspired by. I wanted to
showcase the alien aesthetic from the
trend in this particular outfit, so went for a
very bold hair and make-up look, to give it
that sci fi feel.
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featuring
PickleMe
re-worked
Adidas bag
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Quotes taken from Faye Hickman BAFM304
2020 Dissertation In regards to new sustainable technologies
for clothing manufacturing, what’s more
important to fashion brands, saving theplanet or, making a profit?

How can the fashion industry
tackle over consumerism?

The increased consumption habits within
western society is identified as a psychological
need rather than the physical item, “ fashion
satisfies consumers’ psychogenic needs and
any solution has to recognise these benefits.
Accordingly, innovators are exploring future
solutions that offer all the hit of the new buy
without stripping the earth” (Dr Mark Summer,
10- 04-19). In regards to this, PickleMe and
other up and coming designers, finding
creative ways to reuse clothing supports
this quote. If consumers really want to
purchase a new item, having the option to
buy something “new”, that is actually recycled,
is one way to help move towards the circular
economy. If more brands had this mindset of
creating funky new bags or items from their
old collections, it would have a positive affect
on the environment.
To find out more visit my online blog at
https://fayehickmanfmm303.tumblr.com/
to read my full Dissertation In
regards
to
new
sustainable
technologies for clothing manufacturing,
what’s more important to fashion brands,
saving the planet or, making a profit?
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Due to the Covid19 pandemic this project was
completed from home with myself used as the
model and studio set up, created in my bedroom.
If the project was to have been completed with my
original idea, I would have used a diverse range of
models from other ethnicities and body shapes,
as I am all about inclusion and diversity within the
fashion industry. Furthermore, the hair and make-up
statements behind each look is personal to myself
and not to each themes. I would also like to thank
my mum, Andrea Hickman, for taking the time out
of her schedule to help me produce these shoots.
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Styling - By: Faye Hickman
Creative Direction - By: Faye Hickman
Hair and Make-up - By: Faye Hickman
Post production - By Faye Hickman
Written content - By Faye Hickman and also includes features

from my dissertation “In regards to new sustainable technologies for
clothing manufacturing, what’s more important to fashion brands, saving
the planet or, making a profit?”

Studio set up - By Faye Hickman and Andrea Hickman
Photographer - Andrea Hickman
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Image one : Jen Luff
https://in.pinterest.com/jen_luff/

Image two : amerrymishap
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/846606429929513412/

Image three : afloral.com
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/526428643944986979/

Image four : shawnawilkins.sashacook.com
https://nl.pinterest.com/pin/247486942012263113/

Image five : neonflashback.tumblr.com
https://www.pinterest.co.uk/pin/485403666074442893/
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Faye Hickman
Bafm 303
Fashion, Media and Marketing

